
Linguistics 410/510
Fall ’15

Homework #3

1. Kenstowicz 3.5 pp.128-129 Somali.

2. There is an infixing language game in English called Op. It’s played by sticking the sequence [ap] into
words like this: hat [hæt] → [hapæt], stink [stINk] → [stapINk], etc. You will conduct an experiment.
First, decide on precisely 10 test words for your stimuli. Then ask 5 people to play the game with your
items and record the results. Your subjects should be non-linguists, but at least make sure they’re
not phonologists! In your write-up of this, you’ll need to justify your selection of items; they should
allow you to probe for how the game is played with respect to interesting and appropriate phonological
variables. In addition, explain what your subjects’ responses tell you about the game. (There are too
few subjects for meaningful statistics and we have not covered this in class, so do not worry about any
kind of statistics.)

3. Language X. Answer the questions below with respect to these data. (You may have seen or done a
similar problem in the past; the data here are different.)

>
dZu ‘10’

>
dZig ‘1’

>
dZug

>
dZig ‘11’ Si ‘4’

>
dZubSi ‘14’ Sib

>
dZu ‘40’ gu ‘9’

>
dZurgu ‘19’

gub
>
dZu ‘90’ Na ‘5’

>
dZuNa ‘15’ Nab

>
dZu ‘50’

sum ‘3’ drug ‘6’
>
dZugsum ‘13’ sum

>
dZu ‘30’

>
dZudrug ‘16’ drug

>
dZu ‘60’

(a) List the morphemes associated with each of the following meanings. Give all alternants: 10, 1, 4,
9, 5, 3, 6.

(b) What is the order of morphemes for teens (11, 14, 15, etc.) and for tens (40, 50, 90, etc.)?

(c) What is the correct phonological generalization?

(d) There are at least two seductive and wrong analyses. What are they?

(e) Why is this problem hard?

(f) What does this have to do with syllables?

Requirements:

1. This is due by the beginning of class on Oct. 6. (You can submit as pdf or hardcopy. If you do
submit electronically, please do not send me an MSWord file!)

2. Type it, double-spaced, with a human font size, and normal margins.

3. This can be no more than four double-spaced pages.

4. Keep in mind that there may be funny symbols here that you’ve never used or printed before. Leave
time to make sure you have them right.

5. Remember: nothing late. Do not wait until the last minute to do this or to print it out.

6. You may certainly talk to each other about this and other assignments, but everyone must turn in
their own work. (If you do talk to others, I need to see evidence that you are doing more than listening
and writing down what others say.)


